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Editing PDF with Illustrator



Illustrator is NOT a PDF editor

• Many PDF constructs are not supported
– Will be replaced by something similar or simply deleted

• Documents with mixed color spaces are not 
supported
– You have to chose for either RGB or CMYK

• Beware of “PDF Compatibility mode”
– Allows discarding edits done outside of Illustrator!
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Importing Illustrator into InDesign



Importing Illustrator in InDesign
How does that exactly work?

• It has been advertised by Adobe (already a long 
time ago), that it is not necessary to export 
Illustrator to EPS to import them into InDesign

• It is indeed very handy to directly import the AI file, 
and not having to generate another file

• But, do you exactly know how it works?



About hybrid AI files

• You probably have noticed that when saving a file 
in Illustrator, the application proposes (by default) 
to make a PDF compatible file

• This is what is called an hybrid AI file. This file 
contains « 2 sides », where one is the AI 
(proprietary) format and a second one is a PDF 
rendition of the file



About hybrid AI files



How InDesign manages Illustrator 
import

• If you import an Illustrator file into InDesign, this is
indeed the « PDF side » of the file that you’re
importing!

• We’re not trying to tell you to stop doing like this… 
we’re just warning you about this in case you have 
strange behaviours happening later in the process
– In that case, have a look at the import… does it look 

exactly the same than the original Illustrator file?



Try this!

• Uncheck the « Create PDF Compatible file » setting 
while saving the Illustrator file… this is what you
will see when importing the file in InDesign😉
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Converting Text to Outline



What is it?

&  



Why not? Hinting



Why not? Hinting



Why not? Thin fill vs. fat fill



Example
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Converting Text to outline

using transparency flattening



Transparency flattener is NOT
a tool for outlining text!

• First of all, you shouldn’t outline text😉
• Transparency flattener is a tool to… well, flatten

transparency! 
– As everyone (should) know, transparency flattening is not 

an easy task, and a lot of things are happening during the 
flattening to preserve the visual aspect of the file

– Creating outlines while flattening transparency is an 
option of the flattener to achieve the expected result

– That means that if you think you’re clever🤓 to hijack
a feature, actually, you’re not 😬



Transparency flattener is NOT
a tool for outlining text!



REALLY need to outline text?

• If you REALLY need to outline text in a PDF file, you
MUST use tools that are designed for outlining fonts
– Acrobat Preflight / callas pdfToolbox
– Enfocus PitStop
– Etc.

• If you have the original file, you also can use the 
outline text feature of the authoring tool (if exists)
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Converting CMYK to CMYK using ICC Profiles



Color conversions – how?

CMYK

ISOCoated v2

CMYK

PSO Coated v3?



Color conversions – ICC profiles
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Color conversions – ICC profile domino
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Color conversions – device link
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Exceptions

Preserve primary colors
Preserve secondary colors
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Merge PDF files and multiple font instances



Font embedding

• Creating a good PDF means embedding fonts!

• It is advised to subset the embedding to:
– Only keep the necessary glyphs for the document
– To make sure that the embedded font is the one used

later in the process (e.g. RIP/DFE)

• There is only one case where it is advised to fully
embed the font during PDF generation:
– Several pages needed to be merged later in the process



Example of merged PDF
List fonts & Inventory

This file weight 22Gb… with 20Gb of fonts!



Inventory Report
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Redistill



Redistill – refry 

• Call it what you want, it’s still not a good idea J

• What?
– Convert from PDF to Postscript and back to PDF

• Why?
– To “fix” documents there is a problem with
– Forces a “rewrite” of all PDF content
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Overprint Preview



Overprint Preview

• As graphic arts users, we MUST see on screen
exactly the same result than the final print

• Therefore, overprint MUST be previewed to 
simulate the final result/final print

• This discards all applications that are not honoring
the overprint, such as Apple Preview and all apps
based on Quartz/WebKit (Safari, Chrome, etc.)



Acrobat & Overprint Preview

• For Acrobat, you can control the behaviour of the 
overprint preview
– Don’t show if you are in an office environment
– show if you are in graphic arts

• To ensure that you will NEVER end up with a 
disappearing text (typical example), you should set 
up the overprint preview to « Always »



• Acrobat Preferences > Page Display category

✔

Where do I set this up?
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Convert To image



Why? Why not?

• Obvious – because the PDF doesn’t work.
– Convert the PDF into a rasterized version = it’s simpler 

and will now work

• Bad idea?
– Well… maybe J
– Mostly depends on how you do this

• Use a PDF tool, not Illustrator or Photoshop
• Make sure there are no problems with overprint
• Watch out for resolution, especially for files with text
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Local Fonts in Acrobat



Use of local fonts
What does this mean? Is it bad?

• By default, Acrobat uses your local fonts
• When « Use local fonts » is on, if a font is missing in 

your file, Acrobat will look on your machine if the 
font is available and use it

• That means that with this setting, you will never be
aware of any font problem on your file!

• The only way to ensure that the recipient of your
file will see the same result than you is to uncheck
that setting



• Acrobat Preferences > Page Display category

✘✔

Where do I set this up?



Local fonts on/off

• Local fonts on
– looks how I wanted, but WRONG!

• Local fonts off
– doesn’t look how I wanted, but REAL!




